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AVI the good the bad the
already received comments from
students regarding many topics
including the position of silver-
ware in the servery I thought the
silverware should go at the front
of the main line Weltle said I
got comment cards and we talked
tostudents who said Please put
the silverware back out front by
the trays A change Weltle called
Students get salad at the new veggie bar in
of its dishes from scratch some-
thing different from what was
being done before as the biggest
change they have made He points
to hamburgers and turkey burgers
formed fresh never frozen as a sign
of the changes He also points to
more fresh vegetables both at lunch
and dinner
Another change Weltle high-
lighted was the addition of the
Farmers and Friends Interna-
tional station that features in-
ternational cuisine made with
local ingredients AVIs marketing
director according to Weltle plans
themes in which certain cuisines are
featured during lunch and dinner
The international station has fea-
tured French Spanish and Indian
cooking among others He said
that a Japanese theme might be in
the works drawing upon the talents
of the head chef that AVI brought
in who spent time as a sushi chef
before coming to Kenyon
Another facet of AVIs pro-
gram is information A flat screen
television has been installed be-
hind the international station that
Weltle said will eventually be used
to exhibit documentaries about lo-
cal food and interviews with local
farmers which are being created
by students as part of a class with
Professor and Senior Advisor to the
President Howard Sacks
Weltle stressed the importance
of student feedback in the process
ofdeveloping Kenyons foodservice
program The difference between
a good dining service program and
a great dinning service program
is the feedback that we get from
students he said
According to Weltle AVI has
Students gain insight into Katrina
BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
Upon returning from winter
break Kenyon students received
their first taste of the Colleges new
foodservice provider AVI FOOD-
SYSTEMS Inc
Student reaction to AVI has
been varied Erin Ellingwood 07
supports the change saying Yay
for AVI
Other students are not so
thrilled with the shift Laura Czar-
necki 08 described her feelings as
prettv neutral
First- years Charlie Cromer
and Phil Fine both had some reser-
vations about the new foodservice
provider Cromer said he feels that
they dont care about Gund and
Fine finds their displays decep-
tive
AVIs Resident Director Mel
Weltle thinks that the change has
been positive overall The transi-
tion has gone far better than I could
have imagined he said He went on
to praise the efforts of the workers
stating that they have been great
The state of local workers pre-
viously employed by ARAMARK
under the AVI banner was a point of
debate and worry at the end of the
last semester According to Weltle
many concessions were made in the
negotiation process and AVI would
keep the same number of full- time
employees as ARAMARK We
were able to match 40- hour posi-
tions nobody no employee had
to take a cut in pay no employee
had to take a cut in hours
Weltle believes that AVI has
made man y positive changes He
sees the fact that AVI cooks many
s 11
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edible
the dining room In AVIs first
week on campus 345 cups were
removed from the dining room The
company has been forced to order
over 6000 in new dishes and 200
worth of new cups I had no idea
that that many plates were going to
be leaving the dining hall like that
said Weltle
Kevin Guckes
ance many residents will not have
the funds to rebuild anytime soon
One elderly couple told us that
even though their house had been
ruined insurance would only pay for
the roof said Desai I felt like we
were abandoning them not know-
ing if theyre ever going to be able
to rebuild
Desai describes his experience
as an intensely personal one After
what we saw and did I didnt even
want to socialize said Desai This
trip made me grow up
Stevens views the aftermath of
the disaster as a reflection of a basic
injustice in the American system
The majority of the people
who have moved back are those
wealthy enough to be there Stevens
said Residents have to come to a
group consensus if their neighbor-
hood is to be rebuilt They cant
come to a consensus if no one is
there
Many of the volunteers are
planning to return to New Orleans
As early as the third day students
were already talking about coming
back said Stevens
As important as our trip was
we really made little impact said
Cusack There is still so much to
do
Inside This
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easy
Students have been notic-
ing that AVI is interested in their
opinions I like their effort said
Dave Clark 07 They ask for a lot
of feedback Thats cool
Weltle recognizes that there
are still problems to be faced The
biggest problem as he sees it is
the loss of plates and cups from
1 1 1 wjs i
r
Peirce
to know how to strip a house said
Rory Cusack 08 Theres no orga-
nized system to help them and there
are so many hurdles to overcome just
to see if it is possible to rebuild
In small groups the students
accompanied residents to survey
damage done to their homes and to
decide if rebuilding is an option This
personal contact was important to
the volunteers It was much more
powerful to be with the people
whose possessions we were to save
said Stevens
The volunteers helped salvage
wedding photographs record col-
lections and any other belongings
unaffected by the flood It really hit
us that this is all they have left said
Amar Desai 08 These people have
nothing and its almost impossible
for them to pay to do what is needed
to fix everything
Many of the students were un-
prepared for the extent of the dam-
age especially in the ravaged lower
Ninth Ward Its like a war zone
said Clark- Ginsberg Even sixty
miles away from where we stayed
all the trees are gone
Strip malls are completely aban-
doned and open businesses are
scarce There was one working
grocery store three miles away said
Stevens
While they remain hopeful
students were discouraged by how
little had been done in the four
months since the hurricane There
was still a house halfway into the
street said Cusack And the rest
of the country has forgotten about
the problem With more and more
residents returning with hopes of
rebuilding service organizations
need more money than ever said
Clark- Ginsberg
Due to problems with insur
BY MARION ANTHONISEN
Staff Reporter
The scene in New Orleans is
absolutely indescribable said Aaron
Clark- Ginsberg 08
Clark- Ginsberg was one of 41
Kenyon student volunteers who
participated in a New Orleans ser-
vice trip this winter break Led by
the Rev Karl Stevens the Episcopal
chaplain to Kenyon the group
stripped house interiors damaged
by the hurricane and aided food and
supply distribution centers
The students gutted homes
tearing down dry wall and insulation
ruined by mold and water damage
The average homeowner is expected
Kevin Guckes
annual car smash Rush week starts
students to the organization
Rush Week
N
1 f
I
Shrochis Karki 09 takes part in one of Alpha Delta Phis rush activities the second
with the beginning of the second semester as a way for Greek societies to attract new
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New athletic center opens to students
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With the opening of the Kenvon Atheltic Center students explore the new facilities From left the recreational basketball court new track and fitnessweightlifting area
Kevin Guckes
children and members of the College
Township volunteer fire department
The KAC will also be open for a fee
of 1 00 per person or 250 per family
to those living or owning businesses in
the Village of Gambier and Kenyon
alumni in Knox county
During the week the KAC will
be open the same hours as most other
Kenyon buildings opening at 6 am
and closing at midnight It will open
at 9 am both Saturday and Sunday
and will close at midnight and 9 pm
respectively
Despite attempts to contact him
Associate Director of Atheltics Doug
Zipp was not able to be interviewed
for this article
Court and Tomsich Arena Looking
around the main room of the KAC
John Somerville 08 summed up the
reaction of most students Its very
clean Its big
Many other students saw the
KAC as a quasi- futuristic trip into
outer space Mariana Tempi in 08 said
I feel like Im in the Death Star
Students were required to ex-
change their current ID cards for those
designed for the KAC The new ID
cards have a proximity chip that when
used in conjunction with a scanner at
certain doors allow the cardholder
access to non- public areas of the KAC
such as locker rooms the weight and
fitness center tennis courts and the
some rooms students flocked to
the new fitness center Some students
took advantage of the weight room
and exercise area others the basketball
court that sits inside the main doors
and others the swimm ing pool Varsity
sports took over the squash courts
Olympic- sized swimming pool and
varsity basketball court
Student reaction to the new ath-
letic center on its first day varied little
Many students were struck by the sheer
size of the building which also boasts
a spa a sports rehabilitation area fit-
ness and weigh tlifting area racquetball
courts an indoor track offices for
coaches and administrators class and
conference rooms a Multi- Activity
indoor track These IDs will become
the official identification cards of stu-
dents and faculty and will function at
places that already require ID such as
the library The IDs will also be used
to check out various types of recre-
ational equipment for use in the KAC
Although the old cards will continue
to be active for a few weeks they will
eventually become invalid New cards
can be picked up at any time at the
Office of Security and Safety
The KAC product of nearly
three years of construction is open to
all members of Kenyons student body
their parents and immediate family
faculty current and retired admin-
istration staff and their spouses and
DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
Under the roof of the four- acre
Kenyon Athletic Center there is
already a buzz of activity Open to
students for the first time yesterday
Jan 25 the KAC drew large crowds
Between the mens and womens
basketball games a swim meet and
an exhibition squash match not to
mention droves of exercisers and the
just plain curious the KACs first day
was a busy one
Although it is not complete
finishing touches are needed like the
cafe area just inside the main doors and
mirrors yet to be hung on the walls of
i
January 1 6 January 24 2006
Jan 16 1202am Suspicious persons in area of BexleyColburn Hall Persons left area in a vehicle
before they could be questioned
Jan 17 308am Medical call regarding ill student at Lewis Hall
Jan 17 1244am Medical call regarding ill student at Leonard Hall College physician was
contacted
Jan 17 2 16pm Minor vehicle accident in Samuel Mather parking lot
Jan 18822am Vehicle sliding into student at Ward Street and St Rt 308 Sheriffs Office notified
and student who had no visible injury was transported to the Health Center
Jan 19 538am Vandalism to blue light on emergency phone outside Crozier Center
Jan 20 552pm Vandalism to trash cans and phone at soccer field
Jan 20 1 1 32pm Underage possession of alcohol at Acland Apartments
Jan 21 1209am Underage consumptionopen container at Acland Apartments
Jan 21 412am Vandalism to emergency light at old Kenyon
Jan 22 1 1 20pm Underage consumption of alcohol at Farr Hall
Jan 23 645am Vandalismbroken ceiling tile at Leonard Hall
Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in
The Chi Chapter Alumni Association
Congratulates
Chi Chapter
on Its
125th Anniversary
CELL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Excellent research opportunities in
world- class laboratories
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t
Special strength in Cancer Biology
Opportunities to publish and attend
national meetings
Close- knit interactive atmosphere in
stateofth- eart facilities
Generous stipend full tuition and
health benefits provided
httpcelIbiologyucedu
or contact us at cetlcoordinatorucedu
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Cincinnati
Chi Chapter Delta Tau Delta
Founded January 25 1881
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NAACPs Hilary Shelton visits generates dialouge
Speaker from Washington burea of civil rights group addresses issues of race and politics
Members of Gambiers comciary committee hearings on votingcelebrations rather than acknowledg-
ing each culture
I personally have trouble keep-
ing up with political issues while Im
here because the school is so isolated
And Im from Washington said
was intentionally inspirational
Sheltons leftist stance shone
through his metaphors eg soldiers
marching on the battle fields of injus-
tice H is opin ions were well- received
on this liberal arts campus
He compared Dickenss Tale of Diana Ruskin 09 I was grateful that
Two Cities to a tale of two gulfs as he he raised these issues
irregularities on December 8th of
last year explained Matt Segal 08
who brought Shelton to Kenyon I
testified before Congress there and he
testified before Congress there we
were doing exactly the same thing
Shelton was interested in Segals
story of Gambiers voting lines during
the last presidential election He ap-
proached Segal after Congress
The reason Im here is that
Mans so convincing said Shelton
after his lecture
Shelton is the most powerful
lobbyist in Washington said Segal
He goes to all the Capital Hill
events no other people from the
munity attended along with students
Also in attendance was Royal Mayo
the President of the NAACP in the
Steubenville Branch who wants to
begin a branch of the NAACP at
Kenyon Mayo said he had a meet-
ing that weekend and would return
with plans to begin the branch the
following week
Well be back for sure Mayo
said
Back they were Segal reported
that Kenyons NAACP will begin
this semester He is the president of
Kenyons branch and Sarah Cohen
and Christian Glason are officers
The first public meeting is yet to be
scheduled Those interested in joining
the NAACP should contact Matthew
Segal
briefed the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina We were in the wrong gulf
he explained
It exceeded my expectations
said Sarah Cohen 08 a discrimina-
tion advisor I was delighted I think
he did a really good job of providing
insight to key current issues of what
the NAACP is dealing with now
Shelton also told stories of his
friends to illustrate political issues
One of the most memorable was
about Donald a man whose son was
shot over a drug dispute while on the
way to the grocery store While the
father was holding his sons body in
his arms a reporter asked him what
he would have done differendy The
father answered that he would have
BYKIRSTEN REACH
Features Editor
Hilary O Shelton the Director
of the Washington bureau of the Na-
tional Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People NAACP
delivered a lecture on politics bigotry
hatred ignorance and intolerance
The lecture inspired a campus- wide
dialogue on politics and race It was
deliberately scheduled on December
6th or Speak Out Against Dis-
crimination Day The speech was
held at 8 pm in Rosse Hall and the
auditorium was packed
It doesnt matter ifyoure white
or black gay or straight said Tabitha
Payne an Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology and the Faculty Discrimina-
tion Advisor this year Discrimina-
tion is everyones issue
The lecture lasted a little over
an hour followed by an hour- long
question and answer session Shelton
continued to answer questions at the
reception in Storer until nearly 1 1
pm despite the fact that he had a
4 am flight out of Columbus for
a meeting with President Bush the
following morning
He also called attention to our
use of language He told a story of a done the same for the kid with the NAACP do that
This summer Segal will work asgun that he did for his own son
Sheltons personal intern
Sex the Country
community who rebuilt their church
but did not fix their chandelier When
asked why they did not replace the
chandelier they said they meant to
but not one of them could spell it and
to be honest what they really needed
were new lights Shelton urged the
audience not to be intimidated by
political terminology He said that
charged words could infect people
with fear whether or not they under
Big Girls Don t Cry Junk in the Trunk
I dont think I moved during
the story about Donald said Rachel
Hoffman 09
We are very much accomplish-
ing our goal of improving diversity
at Kenyon by bringing speakers like
this said Payne
During the question and answer
session Shelton dealt with issues of
theology in the NAACP Katrina
victims the USs involvement in
BY LESLIE PARSONS
Assistant AE Editor
As Outkasc so eloquently put it in their award- winning song I
stood what was going on
Africa during the Bush presidencyShelton also talked about diverSheltons speech was mainly po
Like the Way You Move big girls do need love too Though in the
world of runner girls tennis girls and girls who have never seen the
inside of Peirce the big girl is often overlooked in favor of the 80litical and though he emphasized that sity though the talk was more focused Affirmative Action and racial profil
the NAACP is bipartisan Shelton on political issues He spoke or all ing ihelton empnasizea tnac u ean version
While I mav be an advocate of girls with a little junk in their
trunks I do not mean to discourage smaller- framed women I admire
their determination and their hard work in order to maintain good
hopping footing in the juniors or toddlers section of the clothing
black institutions now incorporating
white students and of public schools
who bus in students from a consider-
able distance to increase diversity
Theres a slow homogeniza-
tion of all cultures into one Kenny
Brady 07 responded saying that
the emphasis ought not to be on
color blindness but learning about
all heritages He added thaf especially
store Though the male population opts for these low- fat substitutes
I cannot tolerate these Splendas wrecking my game
himself is clearly liberal He spoke in
favor of gay marriage analogizing it
to religion Shelton was raised Baptist
and is baffled by churches that preach
against gay marriage Opposing gay
marriage he stated did nothing to
feed the homeless improve health
care or quell racial tensions in the
US
I was talking with a friend
about his language and likening it to
NAACP gives every penny it raises
for hurricane relief directly to the
hurricane victims which is more
than I can say for my friends at the
Red Cross
I appreciate his effort with
dealing with the victims of Hurricane
Katrina said Frankie Gourrier 08
who raised the question in response
to his familys experience in New
Orleans
I met him at the House Judi
In the cold winters here in Gambier it seems a logical choice to
rather than smaller Not only-
will
pursue a bigger woman a counterpart
she keep you warm with her embrace she can also cook a mean
Chunky s soup that will fill you up right
This tendency toward skinnier women has been the social normduring December we use the words
happy holidays to cover all religiousa sermon said uaisy Linaen vy it T for quite some time Considering rhis I should implore men to
con-
template the repercussions These larger women who have never been
considered sexual beings before have been building up sexual tension
like horny little ants George Bush may be looking for oil but I would
like all my male readers to know wherein lies the real hidden source
of powerl I r 1Peirce Youre tor dinner Ion throw your iNortn race on ucYou know those meh food days in psyched
i i i 1 l- l L l- lri ir I thought it
would be an obvious argument to make otten men do
radiator and make a beeline for the hot rood but none or the choices iook iiKe sometuing you
vourself ofcheesy cauliflower a deep- fried fish triangle and other paltryRr m W- p ro ear so von resism to a scoop
need to be led every step of the way in determining their viewpoint- and
bv their viewpoint I mean mine Big women have curves plain and
J 11 1 T1 L JL rtf ArorriM IK J A i 1111 1 Ur mmtrUnn rn vnitr n aff Wl fasre POOQ IHCn VOU SCC 11 U1C UOll ui iiiduaiwu u nple Do you really want to pursue romance with someone tnat nasan in uic iiupc iiittt avjiniiuii r a
the same figure as your skinny emo- kid roommatepools ofcheese and rivers ofgrease beckoning to your stomach and soul But before you reacn tns asn or savuuo
Datine a big girl can also be a financial investment especially atsome basketball player scrapes it clean and the serving lady utters tne pnrase or aoom iu uU1
Kenyon College While skinny girls are out shaking it much lute aliiu nitinu ri I
Blame it on Rush Week All of the campus Greek organizations maintained lowtonone- xistent promes mis11 1 OAflii Fanimn Polaroid picture big girls are staying in working on their studies inismav seem insignificant but when skinny party girls are waiting taoiesweekend opting for more intimate gatherings over all- campus parties students looiung to enjuy at
urif- Vt kl- alr nmcnrr at 3 am in IHOP and big girls are running tne universe wiui uicu mauUl ff i i jj 1 education all will be revealedFriday night several frats hosted small soirees in their respective divisions Dut tnese were ancnucu u
by freshmen and the usual hangers- on of each frat A couple ot the New Apartments aiso openeu u a w
r Kenvon carriers but the result was decidedly meh The crowd wasnt as large or diverse as one drawn by
a
that big girls dont knowIt seems to be a common misconception
how to work it I fiercely deny this horrid tall- tale and turn the finger
You skinny litde friends dont knowofblame on our counterparts my
O J r
r 1 1 J II Ar- mA nr h- n crmfTK Alands arh ere- themed Dartv was the macaroni or tne weeKena nappy iu gci u how to work it Not only do you not know how to work it you have
rn work I wont condemn all under this accusation but if the shoe
mu- u I TJ
rhino manv rirls and guvs arrived decked out in jerseys and sweatbands Ihe rrdge stocked witn peer tncse Da
mm ro show the whole campus a good time and based on the size of the crowd milling on the lawn in front fits then its good that you can actually see it coveting your toes We
all- campus This was a place to see and be seen security evenof the Aclands its safe to say this truly was an party on the other hand cannot because ot our ample ample bosoms
Did I mention the bosom Ifour cup sizes were our grades at KenA wallieral- kies and waving their flashlights they had everyone scurrying away ocroie you cuumlaJb LrLavlrmnI nvon we would live in the writing center Not only are they beautifulsay Thats it for the macaroni A small group got the party going again later anu a coupe m uj j i f Xr iVnvrnifps who refused to be deterred from drunken fun rhev are also functional Travel pillows would never be needed whenprUVlUCU d ll n- iuev iu
How was Saturday night Pretty much as untuinuing as rriuay many luuuu rr voyaging with a curvy girl In the case ofan emergency the underwires
from our brassieres can be shaped into weaponry
Not all hope is lost for you teeny- weeny teenies I will gladly be
do live above the bookstore as the residents of Farr Hall threw a spirited AroundtheW- orld patty tveveie
s wcic
discouraged from loitering in the hallways and it was a challenge to get alcohol unless you knew the people who
lived in each room Again a few ot the Aclands and Milk bartons were paceu wiu rr your T and A TA Have a burger Eat some cheesecake Put some
meat on those otherwise starving bones And men succumb to yourir Q J nirdt i- vAn frtf fim AiAn T
weekends without huge and Friday and Saturday did not fulfillw u kU cknl fcr two a party carnivorous urges and grab a hold of some love
fun is hungry Please please feed us Work hard playKenyon
our craving for dark rooms loud music or sweaty
harder
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Criteria plays talks to Kenyon students
i
J
i
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the incestuous family that is Saddle
Creek
SP Yeah theyre all just
friends Drummer Mike Swee-
ney guitarist Aaron Druery
bassist AJ Mogis and I have all
played on Bright Eyes and other
Saddle Creek projects
JP And lastly what have you
guys been listening to lately
Pedersen Crystal Skulls
Spoon and the Headphones we got
to play some shows with them
Mogis The Beatles from
Rubber Soul on the Beach Bovs
the Zombies Love and Slayer
actually
Sweeney The new Spoon re-
cord Ginte Fiction Kanye West
and Brian Eno
Druery The Letters Or-
ganize Thrice These Arms are
Snakes the Constantines and Me-
withoutyou
and produced I knew that was my
opportunity to chase my dreams
laughs
JP Do you have to deal with
any comparisons to Cursive
SP No not really We actu-
ally get a lot more White Octave
requests than Cursive The reviews
dont really compare us to Cursive
although we did spend a week with
them on their secret tour earlier
this year
JP How has playing in Crite-
ria been different from playing in
Cursive or the White Octave
SP The personalities are a lot
different Ive known the guys in
Criteria before I played in a band
with them so we have a context for
our friendship other than music
We never really get into argu-
ments I probably wear the most
on peoples patience laughs
JP Do you like being a part of
JP Why did you end up mov-
ing back to Omaha
SP I took six months after
law school to play with the band
and tour instead of getting a job in
New York or Omaha September
1 1 really changed the job market in
New York for the worse I realized I
could get agood job in Omaha with
reasonable hours great pay that
would allow- me to buy a house and
find people to play music with
JP Where did you live right
after you got back to Omaha
SP I was living in the base-
ment of my friend Matt Maginn
bassist for Cursive I was a full
time lawyer living in a friends
basement
JP Is there anything that you
really miss about practicing law
SP I like having my brain
occupied with a dozen different
things at once Law is a different
type of creativity than music I
actually still practice entertainment
law on the solo
JP What inspired you to write
En Garde Criterias first album
SP En Garde was partially
written in North Carolina partially
in Marts basement and partially
at my own house in Omaha The
breakup of the White Octave
coupled with the end of a relation-
ship in Durham North Carolina
the location of Duke University
and being back in Omaha were all
things that inspired me
JP And more importantly
what inspired you to take music on
as more of a full- time thing with
When We Break Criterias newest
album
SP Ive never really commit-
ted myself 100 percent to working
on music When Saddle Creek
decided to release both our albums
both were independently recorded
Busis Sweet N Spicy
3 North Main Street Mount Vernon OH 43050
i
i
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Espressos Cappucinos Coffees Desserts
Fine Comfort Food including many Asian Dishes
Daily Specials and now featuring Korean Specials
on Fridays and Saturdays
We Offer Eat in Pick up Delivery
74039- 24600
Monday Thursday 630 am 700 pm
Friday 630 am 900 pm
Saturday 800 am 900 pm Closed Sunday
We Delight The Customer
wwwsaddlc- crcckconi
lry 16
dont get as much screaming out of
song titles Theyre still enthusias-
tic though
JP What college did you go
to Was it anything like Kenyon
SP I went to Creighton Uni-
versity which is a Jesuit school in
Omaha I actually took a year off
after high school but I came back
to plav music When I moved back
to Omaha I joined what would
eventually become Saddle Creek
band Cursive during my sopho-
more year
JP What made you decide to
attend law school
SP My father was a lawyer
and I saw how much he loved his
job I just like the idea of getting
paid to think and being in a pro-
fession that you can never fully
understand
JP Was it hard to juggle be-
ing in law school and playing in
the White Octave Pedersens first
band
SP Ive always kind of done
both so it just felt normal to juggle
academics and be in two or three
bands at once I figured if I could
stay in the top half of my class and
still play music Id be set
well as he often contrasts the heinous
actions on the screen with relatively
upbeat music again challenging the
audiences perception of the events
Like all of Kubricks films A
Clockwork Orange is visually strik-
ing and has several images that will
stick with you long after you see it
His almost paranoid attention to
detail pays off wonderfully in this
regard Despite being over 30 years
old A Clockwork Orange still reso-
nates today as a dark satire of modern
society and governmental power If
you doubt that see the scene where
one character wonders aloud about
our willingness to sell liberty for a
quieter life
2046
Saturday Jan 28 800 pm
Coming from acclaimed Hong
Kong director Wong Kar- Wai last
years 2046 is a strange and beauti-
ful film which melds science fiction
elements with the directors favorite
subjects of love and regret It is a loose
sequel to 2000s In the Mood for
The boys of Criteria rocked Ke nvon on ami
BYJORDAN PEDERSEN
Stuff Writer
On my second day back at
Kenyon the wolves at the Col-
legian were already running me
ragged Before I even had a chance
to unpack I already had an assign-
ment But that makes it sound like
I wasnt overjoyed to interview
Stephen Pedersen the lead vocalist
and guitarist for upan- dcoming
Saddle Creek band Criteria The
incredibly amiable Pedersen was
nice enough to answer my ques-
tions over dinner at Peirce which
to my amazement the band found
splendid
Jordan Pedersen What are
some of the differences between
playing at colleges and playing
club gigs
Stephen Pedersen The peo-
ple are more hospitable from the
catering to the accommodations
College venues are less experienced
at putting on shows but ironically
they pay a lot better
JP Are you treated any differ-
ently by the fans
SP The fans are less inclined
to actually know our band so we
A Clockwork Orange
Friday Jan 27 800 pm
Stanley Kubrick is one of the
most widely acclaimed directors
in cinematic history and 197 Is A
Clockwork Orange based on a
novel by Anthony Burgess is a fine
example of why he is so revered A
challenging disturbing and utterly
brilliant film it tells the story ofAlex
Malcolm McDowell a young
sociopath in the very near future
with a penchant for violence and
classical music When he is arrested
for murder after being abandoned
by his gang he agrees to undergo an
experimental aversion therapy in
exchange for a shortened sentence
The film can be difficult to
watch it originally received an X
rating in large part due to Kubrick s
refusal to make the character of
Alex a simple monster Rather we
are challenged to understand him
and perhaps even sympathize with
him when the treatment turns him
into a mindless zombie Kubricks
choices in music are fascinating as
one another leaving it to the audi-
ence to figure out what is actually
true This storytelling technique has
been employed in countless other
films The Usual Suspects among
many many others but Kurosawa
pioneered it in Rashomon
It is sometimes difficult to watch
a film that like Rashomon has been
so hugely influential on cinema
Knowing how the commonplace
techniques employed by the film
have become so can make the original
seem less impressive Rashomon
however holds up because Kurosawa
tells the story pertecdy and never falls
back on using the flashback tech-
nique as a mere gimmick Rashomon
features some beautiful photography
and the story is ultimately a medita-
tion on concepts of truth memory
and morality It is not just an impor-
tant film but an intelligent exciting
and very entertaining one at that
All films shown in Higlcy Audito-
rium
Jason Smith
storylines the director leaves them
open to interpretation rather than
providing easy answers In lesser
hands this could have made for a very
boring film indeed but with Wong
Kar- wai 2046 is a visually stunning
film that expresses sadness and long-
ing in a way that no Hollywood film
could
Rashomon
Wednesday Feb 1 1015 pm
Today Japanese cinema has a
fairly substantial following in the
Western world This was not the case
in 1950 when Akira Kurosawa who
would come to be recognized as a
grandmaster of film made one of his
first features Rashomon The film a
story of a heinous crime committed
in 12th century Japan presented
from four different perspectives
was a major success and was largely
responsible tor introducing Japanese
film to the rest of the world
Most of the film is presented in
flashback though the stories told by
the different witnesses disagree with
Love though they are only distantly
related The film is centered on a
downan- dout writer and woman-
izer Tony Leung who moves into
a hotel in Hong Kong and meets a
succession of women who occupy
the room next to his at various times
room 2046
Leung gives a great perfor-
mance imbuing his character with
a sad world- weary gaze that says
more than any words could Also
of note is Ziyi Zhang Crouch-
ing Tiger Hidden Dragon who
gives a wonderful performance as a
prostitute who shares in his sorrows
and becomes a confidante of sorts
The other female cast members are
outstanding as well
This has been a very broad de-
scription but 2046 is difficult to cat-
egorize in traditional terms because
it is more concerned with mood and
tone than with plot points In the
film the writer is workingon a novel
about a train that leaves occasionally
for the year 2046 and while there
are certainly parallels between the
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Tables turned with
faculty voice recital
VI
Genetic Modification one of the pieces in Patrick Nagatanis show Chromatherapy currently in Olin
Chromatherapy arrives at Olin
to hear recitals even though it was a
difficult time for African- Americans
Bennett said
Though Burleigh is well- known
for his spirituals Bennett hopes to
highlight some of his other work
Most choirs have done something by
Burleigh but what people dont know
is that he wrote art songs also Bennett
said Some people have said that these
are his best songs
With plans to put together a
lecture recital focusing on Burleigh
and hopes ot creating a CD Bennett
continues to keep a packed schedule
I have two children an eightye- arold
and a sixv- carold Its not easy but its
fulfilling Bennett said
Bennett teaches private lessons for
students and a class forbeginningvoice
students in the fill For her Kenyon is
a perfect fit
I love the people at Kenyon
Bennett said Before I came to audi-
tion and interview for die position I
had said that the school was too far to
drive but when I came in die people
were so absolutely warm and friendly
and wonderful I knew I just had to
work here
The transition has been a positive
one for Bennett who has found that
not only does she love the faculty in
the music department but also that the
students are driven and theres just a very
different bunch of people
Bennett who believes that ev-
erybody can sing admits that she is
a demanding teacher I do push my
students Im not easy I want them to
be the best they can be
Bennett pushes herself as well
adding that the songs are beautiful
but not easy She considers her perfor-
mance as a part of her work as a teacher
I want my students to understand that
theres not just your voice instructor
theres your coach too and that when
everybody brings what they can to die
table it turns out really great
Bennett willpaform Sundzyjanu-
ary 29 at 700pm in Brandi
BY REBECCA RIDDELL
StiJIHhhr
For Adjunct Instructor of Voice
Dionc Bennett her upcoming faculty
recital is not just a typical performance
it is also a teaching tool tor her stu-
dents
I want them to see the things
that Ive been teaching Bennett said
I think its important that students see
professional performances I want them
to know the kind ot work that goes into
performing
Bennett who has taught at Ken-
yon for die past diree vears is aware that
critical eves will be upon her One or
my students told me they were coming
to die recital to see what all die hype was
about Bennett said
The performance will feature
work from three different composers
Hector Berlioz Johannes Brahms and
Harry Burleigh Each piece is written
to accompany the work of a specific
poet Berlioz chose Theophile Gautier
Brahms created a piece for the work of
Gerog Friedrich Daumer and Burleigh
wrote music for poems by Laurence
Hope
I think the songs all have a very
wide appeal Bennett said classifying
the songs as from the romantic period
She considers the pieces very beautiful
and very dramatic
Bennett credits her very accom-
plished voice coach and piano accom-
panist Edward Back with helping her
interpret the music He works with
how I fit with the music even interpret-
ing the language with consideration
of the period of time Im working in
Bennett said
This performance is particularly
personal for Bennett She has spent the
past several years pursuing a Doctorate
of Musical Arts in Performance from
the University of Illinois and preparing
her dissertation on the work of Harry
Burleigh one of the three composers
whose music she will be performing
One of the first prominent African-
American composers Burleigh got
1 V vv
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finished product He calls the pointand-
shoot aspect of photography
the hunter mode The history of
photography is based on the hunter
mode I work in the studio
Nagatanis cinematic back-
ground is present in the pieces cur-
rently in Olin Gallery The pictures
have the appearance ofa sci- fi narra-
tive dealing strongly with medicine
and biology There is a ubiquitous
lamp the source of healing light in
all of the pictures There are the ele-
ments ofstorytelling and interesting
characters often nude often with
scars or other maladies Sometimes
the subject is an animal or a plant
Chromatherapy stands for the
use of colored light to bring about
healing a subject of great signifi-
cance to Nagatani He has found
art in his personal interests before
after moving to New Mexico from
Los Angeles he became interested
in the intermingling of the envi-
ronment and cultures of the area
with its nuclear sites From this
he created his 1991 work Nuclear
Enchantment
Kevin Guckcs
Due to recent personal strug-
gles Nagatani actually considers
Chromatherapy to be even more
personally relevant than his ear-
lier work Six months ago he was
diagnosed with cancer and had to
undergo surgery He documents the
results in one ofhis works in which
he is bathed in green light a relax-
ing ray he says After undergoing
the invasive Western procedures
which he says probably saved his
life he looked for alternative thera-
pies Chromatherapy was one of
the means by which he continued
his healing
Nagatani is excited about re-
turning to Kenyon having taught
Kenyon photography Professor
Marcella Hackbardt and visited in
2002 He is especially excited about
bringing Chromatherapy When I
come to Kenyon Im going to spend
some time sitting with the work
Patrick Nagatani will give a
presentation on Chromatherapy
Thursday February 2 at 730 pm
in Olin Auditorium
at 130 on SatSun
BY CARTER MILLER
StafflVriter
A project spanning nearly three
decades Chromatherapy began in
1978 while photographer Patrick
Nagatani was working in Hol-
lywood as a set designer on films
such as Blade Runner and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind A
lot of this work is influenced by
the cinema Nagatani said citing
directors David Lynch and Quentin
Tarantino
Now Kenyon will be the first
to see this workinprog- ress come
together as Nagatani a Professor
of Art and Art History at the Uni-
versity of New Mexico brings the
show to Olin Art Gallery through
February
Though Chromatherapy is
constructed using photographs it
functions more like collage with
each piece telling part of the story
It is in this aspect of the work that
Nagatani identifies with filmmakers
Like them he must pull together dif-
ferent images over time to create his
While many have read the James
novel the play promises to entertain
and surprise its audience The cast and
crew have taken great pains in keeping
the secrets of The Turn of the Screw
to themselves I dont want to give
too much away because thats half the
fun of coming to see the show said
Bright- Moran
I think that people will find it
enjoyable to see how the playwright
andJcffGardner have sort of formed
the Henry James story said Kingsley
If you dont know what happens it
might be a little more enjoyable but I
think even knowing youll still find a
lot to get out of it
The Turn of the Screw by Jeffery
Hatcher will be performed this Friday
and Saturday at 800 pm in the Hill
Theatre
Screw brings its secrets to the Hill
Movie Schedule for January 27 February 2
Big Mommas House 2
520 720 920 also at 120 and 320 on SatSun
Nanny McPhee
515715915 also at 1 1 5 and 3 1 5 on SatSun
Syriana
430 700 930 also
ties inherent to the plays production
all involved are confident that it will
have a very successful run Its a very
demanding script for the actors but
theyve really risen to the challenge
said Gardner They have to carry ev-
erything on their shoulders but theyre
doing it and theyre ready to do it
Said Bright- Moran Ive never
been in a play where Ive had this much
responsibility in carrying the show and
its really unique to this experience
The schedule left the actors with a lot
of time for rumination and memori-
zation We really after we got back
had to put the pedal to the metal so
to speak said Kingsley
Its been really challenging for
me but also really fun said Bright-
Moran I feel like Ive been pushed in
a different way than Ive been pushed
before
BY LESLIE PARSONS
AE Assistant Editor
Try it at three- fifths that speed
Director JefF Gardner 07 advised Assis-
tant Stage Manager Tommy Peter 08
as he rehearsed the opening and closing
of the Hill Theater curtain Monday
night After an unusual rehearsal
period splintered by two breaks the
cast and crew are ready to presents Hie
Turn ofthe Screitf is the semesters first
senior comps production this Friday
and Saturday
Seniors Julia Bright- Moran and
Andrew Kingsley will be performing
the only two roles in the 1996 Jeffery
Hatcher adaptation of the nineteenth
century Henry James novel about the
mystery surrounding a governess at an
English country estate
Though there were many difficul
Hoodwinked
5 1 0 7 1 0 9 1 0 also at 1 1 0 and 3 1 0 on SatSun
Underworld Evolution
450 700 910 also at 1230 and 240 on SatSun
Glory Road
500 720 940 also at 1220 and 240 on SatSun
Last Holiday
930 also at 1 00 on SatSun
Fun with Dick Jane
530 730 also at 315 on SatSun
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Adderall a growing tradition
Steriod of the Mind misued to enhance concentration
y
I i
tomorrow that Kenyons celebrated
swim team had been injecting perfor-
manceenhancing drugs into their
beautiful bodies you can be sure that
not only would our giant brand- new
KAC pool look just a bit silly and
not only would Admissions have to
start jazzing up the Paul Newman
thing even more but our campus
would take on the role of betrayed
girlfriend burning NCAA pennants
and sobbing in dorms The academic
accomplishments of the Kenyon stu-
dent body are just as lauded as those
of the swim team though they dont
come with quite so many perks no
one on the Merit List gets a free trip
to Florida for winter break but for
some Teason I dont think that the
discovery of students using Adderall
as a study aid would create the same
kind ofuproar
This nonchalant attitude has
many students viewing their use of
Adderall as the equivalent of drink-
ing a double shot of espresso to stay
up all night This is a strange analogy
because coffee rarely if ever comes
with legal consequences and as much
Grand Fitness
The Kenyon Athletic Center serves a
wbrthwhilepurpose on Kenyons campus a
brand- new fully functional state- o the- art
physical fitness building available to stu-
dents faculty and campus guests It
indudes such significant attractions
as eight racquetball courts an 120
seat movie theater fitness rooms
and aswimmingpooL totaling four
acres and three stories The alleged
fc 70 million budget for the site
seems to have been put to good use
The small model in Olin Library
seems an understatement now that
students have been exposed to the
realthingj However as with any change
or revision to any environment
some students view the KAC with cynicism
It uses too much dectricity Its too far
away and Its ugly are just a few of the
slurs students have thrown at the place Is it
a conspiracy to beautify our distinct aoss-
secrion ofstudents Now that this thinghas
been bought for the campus will it be like
a present children dont want but have to
play with for their parents happiness The
KACs ultimate goal an increase ofathleti-
cism for the entire campus seems like it could
be years in the distance
However students should not pass
judgment yet The building is different
no doubt Its technological components
and emphasis on futuristic architecture are
certainly strange especially when compared
wirhnearby residence halls likeOld Kenyon
The new emphasis on athletics is a bit un-
usual for a school that advertises with coffee
mugssajingourschcolwritespoetrytheway
otheisplay sports Or is itThisnewbuilding
is big enough and different enough to be
something special for Kenyon It certainly
has more than enough hype behind it to
entice jocks and geeks alike With events
like KFS- sponsored sports movies in April
it seems that the KAC is taking the neces-
sary steps to attract a wider cross section of
students
More importantly a wider cross sec-
tion of people Non- Kenyon connected
Gambier residents will be able to purchase
memberships at the gym strengthening
the already substantial connection between
Kenyon and its neighbors
Ultimately the only judge for the
building will be time It may be hard to look
at the KAC without thinking ofErnst and
its weak role on campus ultimately serv-
ing as a rain- guard for important Kenyon
ceremonies or the Master Plan that ter-
rifies Kenyon students with the prospect of
completely revising the campus canvas that
so many students love Students as its target
demographic have the last word in this and
must decide the extent to which the KAC
will be a part of our four years here
Students must accept the responsibil-
ity to inform themselves about the KAC
Either the place will enthrall them or disgust
them but they must inform themselves If
they manage to shake off a few pounds in
the process more power to them
dulled as my own is enough to send me
running back to the grindstone Or
at the very least enough to send me
wandering around the library for half
an hour yelling about the unfairness
of it all Theres something stupidly
wonderful about ignoring the dark
cloud of deadlines above our heads
while rambling on drunk- style about
how well never get any of this work
done Until of course the hangover
arrives a five million- page paper that
is worse than any Saturday morning
headache ever
Yes it sucks but its one of the
things that allows us to call this place
a community the fact that even
in the deepest recesses of academic
Hell theres almost always going
to be someone right there with you
taking the very same beatings That
is unless Adderall is brought into the
equation I know its not magic It
doesnt take your chemistry exams for
you It doesnt make Nietzsche any less
of a crazy fool Its still an obnoxious
cop- out that propels you out of the
unenhanced uninspired masses and
into the realm of People Who Have
Everything
Under Con-
trol
Aside
from the im-
plications of
Adderall usage
4 for the com
munity as a
whole lets not
forget some
bright shiny
intangibles
like personal
integrity and a
genuine sense
7 both of
which seem to
conflict with
Adderalls se-
ductive prom-
ise of beating
the system
The Adderall
trend reflects
our nations
obsession with
shortcuts and multitasking But re-
gardless of whether or not you have
any moral reservations towatd Ad
derail itself it doesnt hurt to questic
the necessity of having yet anoth
vice to discard before we make our
way into the real world a world
where ordinary Kenyon things like
overdrawing your checking account
and doing laundry twice a semester
are frowned upon For myself Ill just
leave the list as it is
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BY CHELSEA RAFLO
Guest Columnist
Of all the bad habits that col-
lege students can lay claim to there
is one that never ceases to annoy me
the use ofdrugs such as Adderall and
Ritalin by people who are perfecdy
capable of maintaining an attention
span as demonstrated by hours spent
concentrating on the facebookbeer
pong anything fun Adderall I only
mention Ritalin to be inclusive but
really its pretty much a nobody drug
now has become increasingly popular
as an antidote for laziness and lack of
foresight two qualities that pretty
much every college student possesses
no matter how much we would like
to convince
ourselves
that the
problem is
really our
brain chem-
istry our
major our
parents our
short atten-
tion span
and so on
R e r
gardless of
whether you
are a hard-
core sup-
porter hard-
core hater or
the wavering
maybe dur-
ing finals
week type
it would
be hard for
anyone to
dismiss the
comparison
that can be drawn between Adderall
abuse and anabolic steroids Adderall
is a mental steroid designed to en-
hance concentration just as anabolic
steroids are meant for enhancing ath-
letic performance And even for the
people who claim that the effects of
Adderall are relatively insignificant
the results still surpass the normal
level of concentration that legitimate
ADDers are trying to attain
For example if we all found out
rMsNt
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as I would love to run an all- nighter
on only a 250 burst ofenergy from
Middle Ground it has yet to happen
The all- nighters I have managed to
pull off since Ive been here have
been incredibly painful experiences
that only succeeded thanks to the
combined effects of caffeine and com-
miseration
Whenever the coffee wears off
the sight ofeven one lone student with
eyes just as bleary and spirits just as
SJli itMM9ttfttt
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New Orleans relief
deserves attention
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Congratulations kid no
2006
someone asked I laughed After a while
the question makes me diink about the
sociologicil meaning behind die ques-
tion die economic status assumptioiis
the gendered ideas etc For some reason
it makes me a litde sad
Ethan begins to fuss about being
ignored by the person holding him
Now having learned in my sociologicil
reading that gender is a construction I
know that as a woman I do not necessar-
ily have an innate ability to care for diis
child This is one of the few moments
in my lite in which a comprehensive
understanding of gender construction
completely fails to comfort me Edian
senses my hesitation and gets louder in
his protests This attracts die attention
of his mother and stops die haitcut
which is bad for business As the most
disposable wage laborer in the room I
know diat wliat is bad for business is bad
for me So I tell Ethan the first story that
pps into my head
Alright kid so once upon a time
there was an evil creature called the
Bourgeoisie and he was so terrible that
he forced an entire race or mydiicil crea-
tures called die Proletariat into working
for him They worked so liard that soon
they became the very machines they
worked on They knew that if they
didnt work as hard as they could the
terrible Bourgeoisie would throw them
down a deep pit where the hideous beast
called the Lumpenproletariat lived and
would gobble the poor Proletariat up in
one bite because die Bourgeoisie never
fed die monster to make sure diat die
pitiful beast was always hungry
Ethan begins to cry I try not to
panic Its alright kid I bounce him
up and down a litde Grabbing die frog
from where hed thrown it I hand it to
him He stops crying and whines a litde
at the stufied animal whose shiny black
eves seemed to commiserate widi him
as much as two buttons could A lot of
people have thit same reaction when
they first hear some Marx Ethans face
begins to contort and he has a look of
intense concentration as his cheeks puff
out and his color turns slighdy red I
sniff the air and grimace Im pretty
sure diat what you just did was pretty
normal too
This isnt die first rime that my aca-
demic life hasnt exacdy come dirough
for me Rewind from the Edian scene
to earlier in my winter break Im visit-
ing with my grandmother in her small
apartment and sitting on her couch
thinking how disturbed I would be
by her large collection of hand- carved
Norwegian trolls if I hadnt grown up
around diem I sit diere with a plate
loaded with rosettes krumkake and
and gutting thousands upon thou-
sands of flood- damaged homes not
to mention the wreckage along huge
swathes of the Gulf Coast I think that
everyone in the United States has a
chance to make the response to Hur-
ricane Katrina a chapter in the book
of American success stories
As college students it is easy for
us to pick up and go somewhere like
New Orleans Call a few churches
and find a place to crash for a week
or two or log on to wwwacornorg
and join the volunteer program run
by the Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now we
met volunteers who are there for an
entire semester some indefinitely
Make sure your shots are updated that
you have your own transportation and
money to buy food and that you wont
burden the citys overtaxed medical
system Bring tools Before you go and
after you arrive network with people
to find families who need help clean-
ing and gutting their homes Theres
plenty of work to be done
There are still many unanswered
questions surrounding the Katrina
disaster How and when will the levees
be fixed Who will be allowed to re-
turn permanendy to their homes The
American public should certainly pay
attention to these problems and pres-
sure political leaders to act But what
New Orleans residents need most
from the rest of us are a pair of hands
and a sympathetic ear Ifyou help with
hurricane relief you are guaranteed to
hear moving personal stories about the
storm ruminations on New Orleanss
political structure family memories
philosophical discussions and oc-
casionally laughter
The Stevenses now live in a
townhouse in Baton Rouge and Mr
Stevens drives to New Orleans about
an hour away 2 or 3 days a week to
work Though Mrs Stevens school
reopened in November she could not
return to work because the commute
is too long The Stevenses worry about
their home while their insurance is
covering some of the damage that
amount probably wouldnt be enough
to tebuild the house according to new
codes said Stevens Though she has
heard that FEMA may give grants to
families for rebuilding its going to
be a whole lot of red tape and waiting
and it might be years before we even
see any of that money Finally it
remains uncertain whether the New
Orleans city council will even allow
residents to rebuild in the Stevenss
neighborhood or whethet it will be
returned to swampland
In this limbo the Stevenses have
not decided where they will make
their future home We signed a lease
through May 31 so we are here in
Baton Rouge at least until then said
Mrs Stevens Thats what we are still
praying and thinking about whether
we want to stay here in Baton Rouge
or look for a place in New Orleans
Mrs Stevens said that they have even
considered returning to Belize but
after 26 years it wouldnt be the same
We still think of New Orleans as our
home
one cares
spritz because ifyoure a real Norse Baby
Jesus Day isnt complete until youve
pushed baked goods on your family I
was well past my formative years when
I realized that die holiday season in
other families didnt necessitate declar-
ing a separate room in the house as
the cookie room where fully loaded
Cool- Whip containers are stacked and
there was eventually a fight over who
wasnt taking enough cookies home
with diem Im trying to explain our
holiday goings on to my grandmother
in sociological terms the cultural the
traditional the institutional which if
you ask my fidier mv mothers side of
the family has been institutional fot
quite some time which leads into my
explaining of die sociological research
Im hoping to do over the summer Just
as I get to the point of explaining die
grand theory Im thinking Ill use to
support my methodology I notice that
my grandmother has adopted a listen
ing technique diat includes slumped
shoulders and closed eyes Ifyou have a
910 am class you might recognize this
approach to learning yourself
Theres a sort ofparadox here diat I
cant ignore Despite my passion for th
discipline my devotion to die study of
society lias si m ultaneously revealed oth
ers to me and distanced them from me
Mvonceconimon personal interactions
are subject to uncommon academic
analysis Here in die bubble of college
its easy to stay relatively removed from
what you study but when you return
home youre duust back into society and
foci the need to prove that money has
been well spent diat diings have been
learned and can be applied Sometimes
though the application academically
right on though it may be isnt always
appreciated or even understood For a
while we live here in the college life
and we go home different people We
have our shiny new lexicons revved
up like V8 engines but were lacking a
transmission 1 have found something
worth being passionate about in my
life but my life is making me earn that
passion What use is a pursuit that
makes babies cry and induces comas in
die elderly
Then again most true passions are
rarely understood I fot one still have
trouble wrapping my head around the
wodd offoot fetishism but ifthats wliat
does it foryou then go for it Sure along
the wav youll suck your share of toes
but eventually diere s going to be a foot
diat works for you As a friend ofmine
says you have to commit to die bit and
ifyou find something that works foryou
then evenmallycverydiingelse will fall
into phce Right
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
EditorinC- hief Emeritus
Myrna Stevens her husband
Rudolph and their four children were
recent immigrants from Belize when
they moved into a suburban brick
house in East New Orleans on Aug
29 1986 Mr Stevens found a local
job as a mechanic and Mrs Stevens
worked with threeye- arolds at a pri-
vate preschool Their two youngest
children graduated from local schools
and all four of the children went to col-
lege Their children are now scattered
around the United States in Maryland
Virginia Mississippi and California
After this school year Myrna planned
to retire from the pteschool
But on Aug 29 2005 exactly 19
years after the Stevenses moved into
their home Hurricane Katrina roared
over New Orleans The storm created a
tidal surge that overwhelmed the citys
Inner Harbor Navigation Canal and
flooded the Stevens neighborhood
with fetid water which took four
weeks to subside Almost everything
the Stevenses owned was destroyed
We werent allowed to go back
to out neighborhood until early No-
vember said Mrs Stevens If we had
been able to get in eatlier we probably
could have saved a few more things
Before I traveled to New Orleans
to aid in the hurricane relief effort
see cover story I was tired of read-
ing about Hurricane Katrina in the
newspaper I had heard every story a
million times the utter lack of storm
preparation the poorest residents of
the city stranded the levees breached
the failure of all levels of government
to mount an adequate disastet re-
sponse The poverty the racism and
the governmental ineptitude that
Katrina exposed were to me and many
others another sick chapter in a book
of American horror stories
During four days of hard physical
labor and Red Cross lunches in New
Orleans however I met many people
like the Stevenses and it was their
positive attitudes that brightened my
outlook It was just unbelievable the
work that you all did Mrs Stevens
told me in a phone interview We
would have had to pay to get the
gutting of our house done thats for
sure Mrs Stevens estimated gutting
her house would have cost 1200 to
1500 And we would have had to
still get out all the clothes and furni-
ture she added
And reconstruct the houses inte-
rior and buy new possessions
The hurricane damage is such
that untold hours of unskilled physi-
cal labor are needed in New Or-
leans shoveling a rumored ten years
worth of trash from the citys streets
BY EB DEBRUIN
Guest Columnsit
For die past five minutes Ethan
hasbtxnhininghinisclfindiefaccwith
a stufied frog A pink mark is starting to
fonn on his cheek and Em wondering if
I should let his mother know diat he is
well on his way to forming babys first
repetitive stress injury I dont have to
look back at the mothers hair cutting
station to know shes in the middle
of giving a haircut and I know that I
shouldnt bother her
The childrens hairsalon I work for
i
Little Snippers allows dieir employees
to bring their children into work when
i odier child care options fall through
Its the reason most of these women
choose to work with die company
despite slighdy lower commissions and
I a high- stress environment caused by
children who for some reason put up
a fight when elevated three feet off die
ground and approached by a stranger
who wants to go at their head with a set
of menacing sharp objects The only
problem with this bring your child
to work option is that the company
doesnt say what youre supposed to do
wi di your kid when theyre at work with
you So it usually falls to die receptionist
to watch them while their mother cuts
hair Ifyoure goo d at your job and I am
then you can do it with one hand tied
behind your back or a child in one arm
as the case may be
The mother Im ringing out looks
at Ethan and smiles at me Is this your
little pumpkin she asks Maybe Im
ni issing a resemblance and this woman
has picked up on it I consider saying
something smart- assed about not hav-
ing children of my own because I cant
stand freeloaders but then I think
about my own relation to my parents
and the situation hits a little too close
to home to be funny Besides a similar
comment didnt go over so well about an
hour before His mother is over there
Im just watchinghim for the day
Well hes just a litde peanut
isnt he I agree vaguely wondering at
the womans proclivity for comparing
children to produce I get asked ifa kid
is mine every time Im lookingafcerone
of the stylists children The first time
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Ladies take 4th at Miami meetLadies look to fin-
ish season strong trailed closely with 169 The Univer-sity of Cincinnati finished with 101points while Kenyon the only Divi-
sion III team competing in the meet
took fourth with 79 points Looking
to the remainder of the season and
the post- season competition the
Ladies will rely heavily on the tough
training that they have endured thus
far to carry them into Nationals
The hard training is behind
us now we just have to trust in the
work that we put in up to this point
and maintain the positive attitude
and close bonds that have carried us
through up to this point said Becca
Allison 07
We have awaited the comple-
tion of the new facility with an-
ticipation said Allison I think
it definitely got worse once we
could see the lights on in the new
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
Staff Reporter
Three Division I teams gathered
at Miami University of Ohio along
with the Ladies on Jan 13 to com-
pete in the meet originally scheduled
for Kenyons new athletic center
Although the team placed fourth
overall in the meet Kenyon swim-
mers accounted for several top- five
finishes
Obviously we did not have our
best showing at Miami but we went
out and competed said Brittany
Hurd 09 We were all extremely
tired and worn out after our training
trip so we just did the best we could
and our coach was fine with that
Miami took first at the event
finishing with 189 points overall
while the University of Louisville
BY EMILEE KASER
Staff Reporter
After a record- breaking 10- 0 start
and a brief stint ranking No 14 in the
NCAA Div III national poll the Kenyon
womens basketball team has lost three of
their last five games posting a 5- 3 record
in the North Coast Athletic Conference
and a 1 3- 4 record overall midway through
conference play
Weve been playing not to lose
instead ofplaying to win said tri- captain
Lindsay N ladaras 06 Instead ofattacking
our opponents and going after the win
weve played tentatively like we dont
want to lose
In their latest contest against conferen-
cerival Allegheny College the Ladies
were held to a 29 percent second half
shooting percentage filling to the Ga-
tors 65- 56
Point guard Hillary Gowins 08
attributed the mid- season slump to the
long break cutting through the middle of
the Ladies season We went on a week
break over Christmas said Gowins
Since then weve been struggling to get
back to where we were before the break
and were trying new things everyday to
get back on track
It hasnt been a season- long struggle
but weve recendy lost our focus a bit said
Head Coach Susan HelfanL I think the
level ofexpectation has started to take its
toll on our team We just need to step it up
mentally and refocus Our team defense
Lords basketball starts to gain speed
After a slow start with many new players they have begun to get their footing
pool every time we walked down
for 6 am practice in Ernst The
first couple of practices in the new
pool were a little surreal aftet
such a long wait but were back to
business now A fast pool doesnt
necessarily make fast swimmers
It just provides an opportunity to
continue a long tradition of great
dedication and excellence in more
stylish surroundings
The meet at Miami had little
effect on the seasons prospects for
the Kenyon Ladies When asked
about the teams attitude looking
ahead to Penn State University
next week on Jan 26 Hurd said
The team morale is extremely
high We all have high hopes about
conference and Nationals and the
new pool just adds that much more
excitement
breakingly close game to archrival
Denison University and another to
Wabash College The Lords look to
rebound at their new home in the
Kenyon Athletic Center with a game
against Allegheny College on Satur-
day Jan 28
W
V
Kevin Guckes
during the Lords first game in the KAC
f
BY ERICKTAFT
Staff Reporter
The members of the mens bas-
ketball team experienced some dif-
ficulty over winter break but hope
that the games have taught them
lessons that will lead to victories in
the future
The team had a record of 2- 5
while the rest of the school was on
winter break While this record
does not seem great captain Matt
Formato 06 said The team played
well defensively and we improved
our team chemistry both offensively
and defensively We just were not able
to generate enough offense to put up
some more victories
The team which is very young
with six freshmen and four sopho-
mores was able to take something
positive out of the longbreak together
and used their newfound chemistry to
n n
mm
has always been something we can fall are at the end
Track out- jumps opposition
back on but we need to rake better care of
the basketball and cut down on turnovers
in order to give ourselves more opportuni-
ties on the offensive end of the floor
We just need to play with more pas-
sion added forward Page Berry 07
Despite their mid- season setback
the Ladies remain poised to make a run
deep into the post- season tournament
With six conference games remaining
they have a chance to finish well look-
ing to rely on their depth to carry them
through season
Our greatest strength is being able
to have so many different options and
so many people who can step up on any
night said tri- captain Katy Zeanah 06
We want to play togedier as long
as we can added Gowins Whatever
we have to do to keep playing thats what
we will do
The Ladies took on the Hiram
College Terriers in a home game late
Wednesday night in their first contest in
the Kenyon Adiletic Center They play
another crucial game at home against
the Big Red of Denison University this
Saturday at 100 pm The Ladies lost to
Denison 63- 6 1 in their first meeringeaHier
this season
Were not out of it and we still
have the opportunity to finish well said
Helfant Finishing strong has been our
mantra from the beginning of the year It
doesnt matter where you are in the begin-
ning ofthe season or where you are in the
m iddle ofthe season it matters where vou
of3rd place finishes in the long and triple
jumps Others that were podium- worthy
for the Lords were N larcel Wieth 07 and
Ryan Weinstock 07 who competed in
the 200- meter and 3000- meter events
respectively Katie Walker 06 opened
for the Ladies with a 2nd place in the
55m- eterdash Walker took the next
step in the longjump event Lauren Rand
06 in the mile also earned the Ladies a
top three finish as well as Anna Esty 06
with a third in the 200- meter and Katy
Cameron 06 with a second in pole vault
Looking for improvements the Lords
and Ladies will head back to Denison
even though it was only a couple days after
Florida traLiing
On Saturday the Lords will face Hi-
ram College in die new KAC a much bet-
ter muningsiuiation according co Harris
The pool hasbcctcnvalls isdeepcr at sonic
points and overall there arc just arc bunch of
litde diings which moke you want to swim
better Addingto diis incentive ore die gor-
geous new training facilities including die
weight room and locker rooms Harris says
Its easier to go to eady morning practices
now diat diey arcn t at Ernst
After Hiram College die Lords will
face Penn State on Feb 3 and Johns Hop-
kins University on Feb 4 before heading
to the NCAC championships on Feb
9- 11 The meets against Penn State and
Johns Hopkins will Lidicate where certain
swimmers are going in terms ofnationals
said Harris
finish on a high note The Lords won
their final two games of the break
against Hiram College and Oberlin
College both conference foes
Unfortunately when school
started the Lords lost two away
games in a row They lost a heart
V
Man Formato 06 fights offwooster players
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BY CHESTER LISWOZ
Staff Reporter
Kenyons indoor track and field
team started their season Saturday at the
Denison University- hosted Lid- Lifter
meet The competition saw three area
colleges contend only for recognition
in an unofficial beginning to the season
Brandon Balthrop 09 brought the
Lords their only victory in the 1 4 events
Balthrop leapt 4 1 1 0 in the triple jump
event to beat out his competitors by at
least 1 1 inches Balthrop also finished
third in the 55- meter hurdles Matt
n r
Fideler 07 gave the Kenyon men a pair this Saturday for the NCAC Relays
Lords start season in the KAC
THING
BY DANIEL PRAGER
Staff Reporter
Winter break was very productive
said Matthew Harris 09 Coaches took
advantage of the twoad- ay practices and
we developed some good skills The Lords
are poised and ready to dominate confer-
ence meets after an License training trip
to Florida and a meet agaList a formidable
Penn State team
On Jan 1 3 diree days after returning
from Florida the Lords ficed four Division
I opponents at Miami University ofOhio
Even after coming off such License train-
ing die Lords had 12 top- five finishes and
finished diird overall Andrejs Duda 06
Michael Nordicutt 08 and Mact Jacobsen
09 all had second place finishes in the 200-
yd butterfly 200- yd medley and 1 000- yard
freestyle respectively As Harris apdy states
Alot ofguys stepped upand swam real well
Looking to study abroad in English
Dont follow the crowd to England or Australia Study abroad in
English with The Swedish Program at Stockholm University
